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Abstract 

Quantitative measurement of the effective usability of the medical equipment is an important 

parameter in the quality and performance assessment. This paper introduces a simple non-invasive 

technique for real time monitoring of medical equipment modes of operation based on its power 

consumption pattern. Mode of operation detection is needed to specify the medical equipment 

reliability, availability, maintainability and usability. The Electrical Signature Analysis technique 

(ESA), is applied to monitor the overall power consumption of the electromechanical and power 

components inside the medical equipment.  

ESA is extracted using the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the electric current measured by a meter 

interfaced to a PC via its  USB port. The ESA of the medial equipment is recorded, analyzed and 

correlated with the stored electric current consumption patterns of each specific mode of operation. 

The results were promising to accomplish the medical equipment monitoring application. 

Keywords: Clinical engineering, asset management, Medical equipment monitoring, RAM, Usability. 

1. Introduction 

Medical equipment represents an important factor in the growth of healthcare 

expenditures that requires the efficient management to indicate its proper performance and 

to ensure its effective usage. The asset management systems were developed to manipulate 

all the issues related to medical equipment such as calibration, maintenance, repair, user 

training efficiency and performance [1- 3]. 

The medical equipment mode of operation monitoring may lead to an early detection of 

malfunction or inefficient operation [4]. The ability to measure real time events is essential 

to implement data driven-decision systems [5, 6] ehT .   decision about the medical 

equipment efficiency and quality of performance should be based upon  the resulting  

parameters such as Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability (RAM). Reliability is 

defined as the probability that equipment will perform its intended function for a specified 
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period of time [7]. Moreover, Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) sets a priority of 

the equipment' maintenance need to keep its functions by studying the failure modes, side-

effects and risks in order to increase the asset availability, reliability and maintainability 

instead of the equipment as a physical asset regardless the quality of its functions [8]. The 

availability is a measure of equipment performance to meet its objectives [9]. 

Equipment availability =  
Loading time

Loading time − Down time
           (1) 

Where, the loading time is the time planned for performing operations and downtime is 

the time during which the system is not operating [10]. 

The maintainability according to a  periodic plan that guarantees maintenance actions 

the lifecycle [11]. The management of an efficient   of medical equipment requires 

documents and Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) for testing, 

inspection, activities, performance monitoring of the equipment, [12 - 13]. The 

maintenance expenses represent a huge part of an asset management costs; therefore, a 

reduction in these costs can represent significant saving to the business [14]. 

One of the evolving practical strategies is the Condition Monitoring Systems (CMS) 

that monitors the electromechanical components and ensure rising rate of system 

availability, reliability and productivity in a sustainable manner [15-16]. Condition Based 

Maintenance (CBM) works better for electromechanical equipment that fails gradually, it 

is a part of the Condition Monitoring Systems (CMS) strategy, it involves monitoring the 

equipment status using sensors to measure physical variables such as vibration, sound, 

energy consumption and torque, which are associated with the equipment performance. 

CBM is defined as an automatic maintenance that has the ability to make decisions based 

on monitoring information or provided by the central control system [17 - 18]. 

The Electrical Signature Analysis (ESA) is an effective non-invasive technique 

supporting predictive maintenance and Condition Monitoring (CM) system for rotating 

electrical machines to improve the reliability of the maintenance strategy [19-20]. 

S. Zarabi designed a non-invasive system to monitor the real-time electrical 

consumption with in residential and commercial buildings using an electric current sensor 

[21]. Sa executed an experiment to detect replacement conditions of railway point 

machines using electric current shape analysis data for both before and after railway 

replacement that detect differences between two cases; replace it or not replace it [22]. Yui 

Ishida invented relates an electric current measuring device by a current transformer 

attached to the power line to measure an electric current through this power line to control, 

record, and measure the electric current of measuring equipment [23]. This idea has been 

already in patent that proved to diagnose the health of a motorized system by measuring 

vibration, pressure, current, speed, and/or temperature from sensors operatively connected 

to the motorized system [24]. 

There are two methods to collect data log about the medical equipment inside hospitals. 

The first method is the manual data collection that requires extra efforts and time waste. 

The second method is the automatic data collection via interfacing built-in ports inside 

equipment with costly and data limited interfacing software for a single manufacturer 

producing a certain equipment name with specific type and model. 
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The proposed approach presents an external monitoring technique to monitor the modes 

of operation for the medical equipment using the ESA approach. Each operating mode in 

real time and this electric current meter is connected to a computer for data analysis. This 

paper introduces the results of monitoring and detecting modes of operation for different 

types of medical equipment used inside hospitals by a commercial ammeter gauge.  

2. Methodology 

The medical equipment consists of many internal units (U1 to Un) of various functions 

that need different levels of electrical consumptions. Every unit consumes a related certain 

electrical current (I1 to In) activated by the relevant virtual switches (S1 to Sn) respectively 

to activate a selected power unit according to a programmed modes of operation as shown 

in the Fig. 1. A setoff these internal units operate to achieve a certain operational mode. 

However, the basic operated units as soon as the equipment switching on are almost the 

internal power supply, control boards, and the display unit. These basic components 

consume a primary electric current. By measuring and analyzing the electrical current 

consumption of internal units, it is possible to know their operational status. 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 1. Mode of Operations Methodology Detection by Electrical Consumption 

Every mode consumes a certain electrical current, it can changing its values with time 

according to the components type of internal units. Thus, the total electric current 

consumed (ITotal) by equipment is calculated as in equation (2). 

𝐈Total = ∑  𝐈𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐭
𝒏
𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒕=𝟏                (2) 

Where: I1, I2, .., In represent the consumed electrical current in each unit. Consequently, the 

consumed electric current for some mode (Imode) is not equal the others modes as in equation (3). 

𝑰𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝟏
≠  𝑰𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝟐

 ≠ . .  ≠ 𝑰𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒏
≤ 𝐈Max            (3) 

 Where, 𝐈Max   is the maximum electric current consumed?  

In this paper, the measured Alternative electrical Current (AC) consumed by medical 

equipment is calculated via Root Mean Square (RMS). A measuring point of the 

alternative electric current must be indirect and external of the monitored medical 

equipment to ensure its safety and to avoid interrupting or deviating its functions.  

3. Proposed system 

The proposed system monitors and stores the consumed electric current of medical 

equipment by the digital ampere meter method model UT61E [25]. Fig. 2 shows the 

connections of the digital ampere meter in series with a monitored medical equipment and 

main electric power. UT61E transfer measured data through a USB (universal serial bus), 

an isolated RS232 connector and RS232/USB inverter to a PC to be analyzed. 
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Fig. 2. The Block Diagram and Objectives of the proposed method and its validation system 

4. Experiments and results  

The tested medical equipment has single-phase electric power supply with electric 

current consumption less than 10 Amperes. The experiments are repeated several times to 

ensure precise and reliable results. The medical equipment components that consume basic 

electric currents during its operation such as the main boards, the power supply, the 

display, etc., will be referred to as the basic units, which will contribute to all modes of 

operation. For all the experiments, a specific mode of operation for medical equipment is 

selected by measuring, storing and plotting the electrical current (RMS) as a function of 

time. Fig. 3 shows the details of the two stages and their results. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Monitored equipment 

4.1. Stage one: monitoring patterns of consumption 

In this phase, the target is identifying the modes of operation through the ESA. This is 

applied for two equipment; a fan/heater and a dental chair. 

4.1.1. Fan/Heater 
The operation for Fan/Heater equipment is close to the manual infant warmer. The model is 

EHQ-2300, and the manufacturer is Elekta – China. The functioning parts in addition to the 

basic components are a fan motor, a half power heater, and a full power heater. These internal 

units consumes different amount of electric current during operation. The modes of operation 

are easy to detect. Fig. 4 shows different modes of operation from marker (1) to marker (5).  

(1) Power off. 

(2) Transient to Steady state (fan is on  value). 

(3) Transient to Steady state (fan &half power heater are on). 

(4) Transient to Steady state (fan & full power heater are on). 

(5) Shutdown. 
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Fig. 4. Electric current consumption pattern for different modes of operation of Fan / Heater 

4.1.2. Dental chair 
The model is (1021) manufactured by Adec – USA. This model functioning parts are an 

Up/Down motor, a tilt motor, a light source in addition to the basic components such as electronic 

boards and display. Fig. 5 shows the different modes of operation from marker (1) to marker (7).  

(1) Power off. 

(2) Steady state operation (the basic units are on). 

(3) Light source (lamp is on). 

(4) Chair up (up-down motor is on). 

(5) Chair down (up-down motor is on). 

(6) Chair tilt (tilting motor is on). 

(7) Shutdown. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Electric current consumption pattern for different modes of operation of Dental chair 

4.2. Stage two: evaluating the duration of modes of operation 

It is usually required to quantify the duration of each mode of operation obtain quantitative 

parameters such as availability and reliability. Modes of operation of a laboratory centrifuge, an 

electrosurgical unit and a medical ventilator were investigated in this stage. 

In some cases, the electrical consumption values of some modes can intersect with other 

modes of operation especially during the transient time resulting difficulty to detect the correct 

modes of operation. This problem will generate an error in calculation of durations for 

operating mode. This problem is due to a starting-up huge values from transient impulses 

during switching-on causing an interference between amplitude modes of each region which 

separating by the electric current amplitude discriminator lines between levels of operating 

modes. Thus, it is required to reduce this error type by using some useful technique. 

4.2.1. Laboratory centrifuge 
The model of the laboratory centrifuge is Rotofix 32 A, and the manufacturer is Hettich [26]. 

The functioning parts of this model are a Motor with variable speed, in addition to the basic main 

units. These results were obtained while the equipment is operating without internal loads. 
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Fig. 6. Electric current consumption pattern for different modes of operation of Centrifuge 

The laboratory centrifuge was monitored for duration of 1088 seconds as shown in Fig.6. 

The operation pattern starts with marker (1) end ends with marker (9) where the underlined 

marker represents the transient/startup and the other marker represents steady state.  

(1) Power off. 

(2) Startup (the basic units in transient state are on). 

(3) Standby operation (the basic units are on in steady state).  

(4) Startup and Steady state (motor at 1000 RPM is on). 

(5) Startup and Steady state (motor at 2000 RPM & basic units are on). 

 (6) Startup and Steady state (motor at 3000 RPM & basic units are on). 

(7) Startup and Steady state (motor at 4000 RPM & basic units are on). 

(8) Impulse (motor at short time running by key &main units are on). 

(9) Shutdown. 

The intersected impulses problem of neighbor operating modes during the transient time that 

producing an interference error between modes of regions is resulting an error in calculation of 

durations for operating modes. A median filter may be used to overcome this situation. 

The Median function is an important technique to reduce an error of modes calculation 

due to the switching of internal components inside a device which causing overlapping 

between consumption values during transient time of resulting impulses. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7. Electric current consumption pattern for different modes of operation of the centrifuge 

before and after smoothing 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Successive Modes of Operation of the centrifuge 
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The modified pattern is shown in Fig.7, with the doted curve represents original graph while 

the solid one represents the pattern after applying the Median function. The pie chart has shown 

in Fig. 8represents the sequence of the different modes of operation throughout certain duration 

while Fig.9 shows the overall duration for each mode of operation and their percentages.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Overall duration of each mode of Operation 

4.2.2. Electrosurgical unit 
Considering an electrosurgical unit, its model is (ME 102), and the manufacturer is 

KLS Martin. The functioning parts of this model are the power elements for cut & 

coagulation in addition to the basic main units. The electrosurgical unit has two basic 

modes of operation, cut or coagulation with different power levels depending on each case.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Electric current consumption pattern for different modes of operation of Electrosurgical Unit 

 In Fig.10, different levels of both cut and coagulation were detected, as follows: 

(1) Power off. 

(2) Startup (basic units are in transient on state). 

(3) Standby operation (basic units are in steady on state). 

(4) Coagulation-3(coagulation driver at level-3 & basic units are on). 

(5) Cut-4(cut driver at level-4 &basic units are on). 

(6) Cut-8(cut driver at level-8 &basic units are on). 

(7) Coagulation-6(coagulation driver at level-6 & basic units are on). 

(8) Coagulation-2(coagulation driver at level-2 &basic units are on). 

(9) Coagulation-8 (coagulation driver at level-8 & basic units are on). 

(10) Cut-6 (cut driver at level-6 & basic units are on). 

(11) Shutdown. 

Moreover, the recorded electric current values of the equipment modes exceed its level 

due to the transient time. These values are oscillating due to both a user operating 

technique and different tissues' resistance types. The data processed the Median filter is 

useful tool to overcome the problem of overlapping the consumption values due to the 

spikes during the transient period of the monitored components power switching.  
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Fig. 11. Curve classification of the electrosurgical unit before and after smoothing  

 

 

 

 
Fig.12. Duty modes of operation for Electrosurgical Unit  

The dotted curve before Median function and the solid curve Median function are 

showing in the upper graph of Fig.11, while the lower graph represents the modified curve 

after classification. The pie chart in Fig.12 shows the different modes of operation. 

4.2.3. Medical ventilator 
The model name of this equipment is Adult star 2000 and the manufacturer is Infra sonic. 

The functioning monitored parts in this model are a Respiration valve, SIMV valve, an Air 

compressor, and other main units. The main other units inside this medical equipment are 

compound components contains a power supply, an electronic boards, and a display. 

The medical ventilator is life support equipment. It is adjustable to react with a patient 

case by adjusting both an inhalation rate and an exhalation rate to get the ratio between 

them and the respiration rate. It has a built-in internal air compressor that generates a 

compressed air to substitute a lack of compressed air when there is no local medical gases 

system is available. In this case, the  consumed electric current for a respiration have two 

levels; low level during Assist/Control (AC) mode and high level during Synchronized 

Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation (SIMV) mode [27].  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. Electric current consumption pattern for different modes of operation of Ventilator 
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Fig. 14. The curve of ventilator before and after Median with modes levels  

In Fig.13, many modes of operation for a respiration rate and an air compressor 

detected during certain time from marker (1) to marker (7). 

(1) Power off. 

(2) Startup (basic units are in transient state). 

(3) Standby (basic units are in on steady state). 

(4) Compressor is running (compressor &basic units are on). 

(5) A/C mode (compressor & respiration valve & basic units are on). 

(6) SIMV mode (compressor & respiration valve & SIMV valve & basic units are on). 

(7) Shutdown. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Duty modes of operation for ventilator during certain time 

By smoothing (Median function) the dotted curve for about twenty successive items of 

data, the output-soled curve after filtration produces roughly two electric current levels. 

These two levels have roughly not respiration pulses.  The two levels reflect the different 

respiration rates as shown in Fig.14 that shows the signal before and after filtration. Fig.15 

gives the complete modes of operation for the medical ventilator equipment. 

5. Discussion 

Most of the internal components inside medical equipment are working in regulated and 

isolated DC voltage than main AC voltage via switching mode power supply (SMPS) 

where almost equipment requires power supplies with size compact and effective in power 

conversion by pulse width modulation (PWM) [28]. 

The monitoring type for medical equipment is external, isolated, and indirect. 

Therefore, it does not have any side effects during operation of monitored medical 

equipment and it obeys the standards of international medical equipment. These 

experiments proved that the amplitude of a consumed electrical current by the monitored 

medical equipment is important factor to deduce its operating modes. The high power 

consumption components inside a medical equipment such as motors, electric valves, 

electric heaters, or electric drivers improves the operating modes detection compared by 

the low power components internal it. The number of monitored functions changes from a 
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medical equipment to other according to its type and model. Every equipment have an 

individual functions, so it is important to study every case alone except the equipment with 

identical brand name and model. 

These experiments executed by the ammeter model UT61 to monitor the modes 

operation to detect it by comparison of the amplitude of electric current consumption only. 

The fan/heater operating modes detection case is easier than the dental chair where the last 

one is more complex than first one according to the complexity of equipment. It is notable 

that electric current consumption during "chair go up" operation is greater than "chair go 

down" due to gravitational force. 

The experiments in phase two had done to calculate the modes of operation periods 

during a certain time for centrifuge, electrosurgical unit, and medical ventilator. 

In the centrifuge, many modes of operation like standby, and four values of Revolutions 

per Minutes (1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 RPM) detected by comparing different electric 

consumption amplitudes for each. These modes of operations detection are depending on 

an angular rotational (RPM) of the internal motor of the laboratory centrifuge. These 

detected operating modes duration are useful to monitor not only the usability of  the 

equipment but also to calculate variation of running stresses on internal motor that is an 

important factor to find the maintainability strategy by a decision maker. 

The detected modes for the electrosurgical unit are depending on not only a used 

operating modes but a user’s sensitivity also. Therefore, it is more difficult to detect 

operating modes than before. 

The detected duration modes in the ventilator are useful to follow the patient effective 

therapy related to the used ventilation mode. As a result, a pie chart concludes modes of 

operation of some equipment during certain time. This chart is useful and important to 

understand availability, usability, maintainability, internal power components stresses of 

monitored devise, evaluation of life cycle, and scrapping. 

By sending the data of each monitored medical equipment inside hospital to the hospital 

server, it is possible to monitor the most medical equipment, analyses the related results, 

and merging it with hospital information system (HIS) to save it in hospital data base and 

sending it to a decision maker when request.  

This paper is just a fundamental stone of an integrated system. This method requires 

many improvements to grow up as an integrated system. The first step to upgrade this 

method to an integrated system is designing an appropriate dedicated embedded system 

instead of the used electric current meter gauge. This paper is limited also to five different 

types of medical equipment analyzed in time domain only to prove concept of study. 

Hence, the more and more studying is required to cover most types of the existed market 

share medical equipment and adding extra techniques to analyze electrical signature. 

6. Conclusions 

The performed experiments through two stages describe a new successful technique to 

detect the modes of operation of medical equipment through external reading for power 

consumption with no influence on the equipment operation. 

This study proved that the electric current consumption rate from a main power plug 

especially by power components such as motors, electric valves, electric heaters or electric 
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drivers detects a certain operating mode is an effective tool to monitor the medical 

equipment operation. 

Applying the technique on different medical equipment showed that each one has a 

characteristic curve of current consumption for each mode and each type of equipment 

such as electrical signature. This curve is specific only for that equipment and may vary 

with the model, manufacturer and mode of operation. This monitoring strategy has no 

effect on the equipment operation and satisfies the international standards of an indirect 

power consumption measurement. 

The monitoring of medical equipment usability durations for each operating mode is 

important information for the decision maker to record the effective running time and 

saving it to its database. 
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 تشغيل األجهزة الطبية أوضاعتقنية جديدة ترصد 

 الملخص العربى:

يعد القياس الكمي  مككايييا اتخيامدال اللعياج اة ايطب العالييا همكيا كاميا  ي  وقيييا الءيلهب  اةها  لايا. وقيدل  ي   

اللقي  الققيقي  لم اقاليا ا  ياغ و يأليه اة ايطب العالييا ه يم اخياس يمعايا  ي  اللرقا وقنيا بسيعا غيي  اتا اقييا  ي  

الا يأليه لج ايطب العالييا لاقدييد كلتلقياايا  اككايييا ولا   يا   ييايااا  ا  ياغاخاامك العاقا. يل يد اتاييال لك ي  

ك   ل عاقا ل مكلييا  الكاي   ( لم اقالا اتخاامك الESA خاللا اخامداكاا. ياا وعاليق وقنيا وق يه الالقيع الكا بائ  )

 العاليا. اة اطبكيكاييكيا  العاقا هاته 

ل اييار الكا بيائ  الي ت يياا  (RMS) الءي رباخامدال تسيا  كالخي   (ESA) ياا إ  ا  وق يه الالقيعا  الكا بائيا

الماص به. وسءه  (USB) قياخه بلاخعا هداه كا بائ  ياا ول ي ه بءااز الكماليلو  هال  كنل  الناقه الاس س   العالم 

اخياامكاا ل اييار الكا بي  لكيه   يع  أ  ياغالعالييا  وق ي ايا  ربعايا ب ج ايطبل (ESA) قيا وق يه الالقيع الكا بائ 

العالييا  اة ايطبو أليه كعيي  بكيه  اياز ه يم تيد  تطيي  بياياويه خيابقاا. كايي  النايائج  اهيدب ميءياز وعاليقيا  ك اقاليا 

 بنءاح.


